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The products in the Levenger store in
The Shops at Prudential Center in
Boston, MA, are targeted at affluent,
college educated men and women, 35
years old and up. The current cus-
tomers appreciate “the functional lux-
ury” of the store’s leather goods, orga-
nizers and planning books, writing
instruments and office furniture and
equipment.

The objective for JGA of South-
field, MI, was “to create a warm,
engaging environment that showcases
the unique products using finishes to
complement and contrast the mer-
chandise; to create a sense of implied
rooms to help scale products in place,
and develop a highly flexible setting
to allow for ever changing groupings
within the showroom.” The compa-

ny’s commitment to luxury crafts-
manship is apparent in JGA’s choice
of fine materials and finishes com-
bined with “a classic sense of style.”
The store’s environment introduces a
refined residential quality through
the sophisticated finishes of stone,
metal and glass that complement the
quality of the Levenger branded mer-
chandise. The “residential” feel is sug-
gested by highlighting wall niches, a
variety of ceiling heights, the
columns and other architectural ele-
ments as well as the use of area rugs.
Together they “contribute to a sense
of scale of the products within its
ultimate setting.”

The innovation of Levenger’s fur-
niture line supplied the inspiration
for the fixturing of this 2811 sq. ft.

space. Breaking down the “traditional
hierarchy between sales associate and
customer, the wall mounted and
floor standing pen case displays put
buyer and seller in a side by side rela-
tion. “Multi level display cases allow
for groupings by brand and style and
eliminate the usual monotony of lin-
ear display cases. Shoppers are invited
to “test drive” the products; to inter-
act with pens, samples of paper, etc.
while furniture vignettes create real-
life settings that are appropriate for
“the contemporary or more tradition-
al lifestyle.”

The wall mounted pen cases,
mentioned above, allow for a
panoramic view of the extensive col-
lection. The side-load accessibility of
the cases make it simpler for the sales
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associates to get the pen for the shop-
per to see and try. A series of nesting
fixtures was developed to accommo-
date Levenger’s unique reading and
home accessory pieces. A series of pull-
out drawers allow for full accessibility
to the material and the puck hardwood
feature of the tables makes it possible
to extend or contract the display of
products. By combining or bridging
the units, small or large product dis-
plays can be highlighted.

Shoppers can visualize reading sanc-
tuaries in their own homes as they
experience the furnishings set out on
unusual area rugs laid atop the honed
stone floors. The store’s Design &
Planning Center invites weekend-
designers to collaborate with store
associates in laying out, selecting and
organizing their own reading corners
or home offices.

To create a “seamless bond”
between the fixtures, the architecture
and the merchandise, the designers
used materials such as quarried
Mankato stone, hand applied Venetian
plaster, padded leather counters and
walls, and custom lighting fixtures.
The collection of leather goods is pre-
sented against linen panels—“a neutral
setting appropriate for the ever chang-
ing array of colors and silhouettes.”
Contrasting with the contemporary
stainless steel framework and shelving
systems is the ribbed glass that is remi-
niscent of a vintage office front door.

This design decidedly creates a
unique setting for customers “who
appreciate the hand of leather, the
beauty of natural wood, the craftsman-
ship of a fine pen—and the twist of a
phrase.”
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